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ABSTRACT

The focus of the paper is on the comparison of res
obtained using and not using group screening in 
experimental design methodology applied to 
semiconductor manufacturing simulation model. A who
line simulation model of a semiconductor fab is built. T
model includes more than 200 tools used in manufactur
2 products with around 250 steps each. Output anal
results for the equipment utilization and queue sizes h
identified the three most critical equipment groups in t
fab. Seventeen input factors are set for investigat
through a 2-stage group-screening experiment and
fractional factorial using all 17 factors. The resu
illustrates that the final models can be quite differe
While group screening used with simulation can be 
appealing, flexible, tractable tool for capacity analysis o
semiconductor manufacturing facility, one must b
concerned with the fact that the two techniques can g
different answers to the users.  Additionally, research
need to address the proper choice of significance level
group screening.

1 INTRODUCTION

As semiconductor companies look for ways to increa
their competitiveness, many are turning to mathemati
and simulation modeling to help them gain control of th
facilities. One of the major manufacturers of Applicatio
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC), has formed a
operations research team whose main task is to cr
simulation and mathematical models and assist 
management of the plant in making its business decisio
Management would like to optimize several importa
factory performance measures, including Work-In-Proce
(WIP) levels, product cycle times, product throughpu
equipment utilization and idle times. These measures
performance are, however, often conflicting with ea
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other. Hence, the company’s goals must be coordinated
that the best overall compromise would be achieved. 
succeed with that, the Lucent Technologie
Microelectronics plant management has decided to u
simulation technology.

Simulation was chosen as a tool for modeling the re
world system for several reasons. Simulation modeli
allows the representation of complex systems consisting
hundreds of deterministic and stochastic elements, wh
are elaborately related with each other. After its creati
the simulation model can be used for experimentatio
Simulation modeling also helps perform a sensitivit
analysis on the system and answer “What-if “ type 
questions concerning the influence of input parameters 
the output measures of performance.  The result of t
effort is of concern, however, if the variables identified i
the Response Surface Analysis depend upon the techn
used.  Also, the end result can be very different depend
upon the significance level chosen at Stage I of the gro
screening.

Simulation modeling by itself lacks optimization
capability. The simulation model is often referred to as
“black box”, because explicit relationships existin
between input and output parameters are typica
unknown. Thus, simulation modeling becomes mo
effective in combination with other analysis methods, su
as experimental design and regression analys
Experimental design allows examination of the input fact
effects on the system response variables. In cases wh
the effects of less than 11 input factors are studied, Bi
(1984) recommends the application of fractional factori
designs for the simulation experiments. Research presen
by Hood and Welch (1990, 1993) shows the application 
fractional factorial Resolution III and IV designs in
modeling the logistics of semiconductor manufacturin
lines. In cases where more than 11 input factors a
studied, the recommended type of design is a grou
screening design. A 2-stage group-screening procedure
0
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introduced by Watson (1961) and further developed 
multiple-stage designs by Patel (1962) and Li (196
Mauro and Smith have made significant contributions
the group-screening design method in numerous paper
the robustness and effectiveness of the method (Mauro
Smith 1982, Mauro 1984, Mauro and Smith 1984).

Based on the experimental design results, regres
analysis equations are built to define the relationsh
between the input factors and the measures of performa
Kleijnen (1979) introduces regression metamodel conc
to simulation. A long-term advocate for th
implementation of multiple response regressi
metamodels as part of simulation output analysis
Friedman (Friedman, 1984, Friedman, 1987, Friedm
1989).

Although group-screening combined with regress
metamodel analysis is a technique well suited for use
large-scale semiconductor manufacturing simulat
models, there are a limited number of papers dealing 
this type of experimental design analysis of semicondu
manufacturing facilities. Comparison of group screen
and the usual 2k-p results have not been done. Further, a 
discussion of the importance of the choice for t
significance level has not taken place.  A whole-li
simulation model for the purpose of estimating the fut
Work-In-Process (WIP) levels, cycle times an
throughputs for two basic semiconductor products in 
of Lucent Technologies manufacturing facilities was bu
Further, the most significant input factors for th
production measures of performance are to be identi
through the application of group-screening and respo
surface methodology applied to the simulation model.  T
purpose of the present study is to show that the res
obtained are not necessarily the same and depend he
on the choice of α at each stage of the process.  In orde
illustrate this, only one of the response variables w
considered for only one product.

The organization of the paper is as follows: in Sect
Two, an overview of the theoretical aspects of the gro
screening experimental design and multiple respo
regression metamodels is presented. Section Three pre
the whole-line simulation model definitions. It als
discusses the model validation process and the ou
analysis steps. Section Four shows the application of 
stage group-screening design to the simulation mo
metamodel analysis. Section Five contains the analysis
using group screening; and finally, Section Six summari
the results from the present study.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Two-Stage Group Screening Design

The objective of a factor screening strategy is to detec
many important factors as possible in as few runs,
641
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possible. One of the most efficient experimental design
techniques satisfying these objectives is the group-
screening experimental design. Watson (1961) suggests
that the k input factors in the model can be separated into g
groups of  f  factors each, by any method. Each group is
then considered as a single factor called group-factor. A
the upper level of a group-factor, all factors in that group
are at their high level. The lower level of a group-factor is
determined by setting all individual factors at their lower
levels. This way of setting the group-factor levels and the
assumption that there are no interactions present (the k
individual factors have main effects only) ensures that no
cancellation of effects could occur, i.e. a group-factor gives
a non-zero effect. If a group-factor is found to be
significant, a second stage of the design is set, where th
original factors from the significant groups are tested
individually. If after the first stage there is still a
considerable number of important factors left in the
experiment, further regrouping might be applied and the
group-screening process will then have more than two
stages (Li, 1962 and Patel 1962). Kleijnen (1987)
recommends keeping the “unimportant” factors at fixed
levels during the next stages of the experiment.

Several rules of thumb should be considered when
using a group-screening experimental design technique i
order to avoid cancellation of factors and to detect as man
of the effective factors as possible:

(1) A factor with an unknown direction of effect
should be placed alone in a group.

(2) Factors with assumed important positive
effects should be placed in one group.

(3) Factors with assumed small effects and the
same direction should be placed in a group.

(4) Factors with possible effects and the same
direction should be placed in a group.

(5) Resolution IV design should be used to
calculate main effects unbiased by possible
second-order interactions.

2.2 Multiple Response Regression Metamodel

After every group-screening design stage, the mos
significant input factors are determined by the use of
regression analysis.  Regression metamodels can also b
built relating each response to the most significant input
factors.  These metamodels are referred to as model of th
model (Kleijnen 1979). The simplest metamodel is the
additive first-order (linear) model.   Linear regression
equations are built after each experimental stage an
hypothesis testing is done to determine significant
groups/variables. The input factors determined to be
“significant” through t tests are used as individual or group
factors in the second stage of the group-screening design
At the end of the second experimental stage similar test
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are performed to determine the significant input factors an
so forth.  Group-screening designs can have more than
stages and the last stage is the one in which no groups a
present and all factors are studied individually.

3 THE WHOLE-LINE SIMULATION MODEL

3.1 Model Assumptions and Definitions

The wafer fab simulation model consists of the following
elements: (1) equipment, (2) labor (operators), (3
products, (4) processes for each product, and (5) operatin
rules that control the interactions between the element
Two basic process flows and two products are included i
the simulation model, a “linear” process and a “digital”
process, respectively.  The one analyzed for comparison 
the two statistical modeling techniques was the “linear”
process. The ManSim/X simulator, developed by Tyecin
Systems Inc., is used to build the simulation model
ManSim/X has been specifically designed for capacity
analysis and production planning of semiconductor
manufacturing facilities.  The whole-line simulation
presents a model of a 6”semiconductor wafer fab with
more than 250 machines and operators, grouped in
multiple work areas.  Two basic recipes for two products
are included in the simulation.  Different operational rules
are used to control the interactions among the mode
elements.

3.2 Output Analysis Results

At the beginning of the output analysis, a procedure wa
followed for determining the length of the transient (warm-
up) period in a steady-state type of simulation. Five 360
days long simulation replicates were run using differen
random number seeds. Based on the WIP autocorrelatio
functions for five runs, a warm-up period of 90 days was
determined.  All statistical calculations used in further
simulation runs were based on the truncated “steady-stat
time series with a length of 270 days. An overall
confidence level of  0.80 was set for the four system
measures of performance, namely cycle time for produc
“linear”, cycle time for product “digital”, throughput for
product “linear” and throughput for product “digital”.
Thus, by using Bonferroni’s inequality, the individual
confidence level for each response was set at 0.95. Initi
tests showed that 5 replication runs were enough to achie
the desired error of +/- 5% of the mean for each respons
variable.

Queue size analysis identified the three most critica
production facility groups, namely, implanters, steppers
and etchers. The comparatively large queue sizes at the
workstations, which formed even in the case of stable WIP
output time-series, remind of the danger that the
workstations could easily become a fab “bottleneck” in
642
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certain situations. Therefore, there is a need for furt
study to identify the factors, which are significant for th
performance of these three workstations and for the ove
factory performance.

4 GROUP-SCREENING EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN

4.1 Group-Screening - Stage I

The objective was to determine the importance of inp
factors. The response considered herein is through
(number of wafers out) for product “linear”.  Throughp
was calculated to assess the capability to start a ce
number of wafers a week and to obtain the same numbe
wafers out of the line after a certain period of time.

Seventeen input factors were selected at the beginn
of the experiment. Fifteen of these are related to the th
most critical wafer fab facility groups. As alread
mentioned, these three facility groups are implante
steppers and etchers. Two additional input factors rela
to the overall fab performance were taken in
consideration. Following is a list of the input factors at t
beginning of the screening process:

X1 = MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) for
steppers
X2 = MTBF for implanters
X3 = MTBF for etchers
X4 = MTTR (Mean Time to Repair) for steppers
(MTTRs)
X5 = MTTR for implanters (MTTRi)
X6 = MTTR for etchers (MTTRe)
X7 = Lot Dispatch Rule for steppers (the rule by
which a lot is chosen from the queue in front of  a
machine)
X8 = Lot Dispatch Rule for implanters
X9 = Lot Dispatch Rule for etchers
X10 = Number of steppers
X11 = Number of implanters
X12 = Number of etchers
X13 = Operator/machine Ratio for steppers (how
many operators are available at each machine)
X14 = Operator/machine Ratio for implanters
X15 = Operator/machine Ratio for etchers
X16 = Lot Release Rule (rule which organizes the
lot release into production)
X17 = Hot Lots percentage for both products.

Our first approach was to test the seventeen in
factors for significance through a group-screening desi
By using factor grouping rules (Watson 1961), sev
group-factors were formed at the first design stage 
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Group-Screening Design - Stage I
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A two-level fractional factorial (27 3
IV
− ) design with

16 runs and 5 replicates for each design run was plan
The design generators for this resolution IV design are:

I = ABCE = BCDF = ACDG.

Table 1 defines the low and high levels for ea
group-factor. The low level for each factor was chosen
be more constraining to the simulation model compare
the high input factor levels. Trial runs were performed
make sure that the model was stable under the low fa
level setting.  The high factor levels were set as 
improvement over the base level for each factor.  T
method for setting the low and high factor levels ensu
64
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that there is sufficient resource capacity and that the mo
is stable for all the experimental design runs (Hood a
Welch 1992).

The next step involves building a regressio
metamodel based on the Stage I experimental results 
determining the significant group-factors. The JM
software, a product of SAS Institute Inc., was used for th
purpose.  It is assumed that the simulation model out
results can be generalized in a linear regression metam
with no interaction between the group screening facto
and no quadratic terms. The qualitative nature of some
the input factors and the narrow range between the low 
high factor levels for others are the published guidelin
for maintaining the linearity assumption.
Table 1: Group-Factor Levels

Group - Factor
Description

Name Low Levels
 (-1)

High Levels
(+1)

MTBF A Base 2*base
MTTR B Base .5*base

Lot Release Rule C FIFO Fewest Lots of Next Queue
Number of Machines D Base Base + 1

Operator/Machine Ratio E Base 1.5*base
Lot Dispatch Rule F Random Constant

Hot Lots G 10% 5%
3
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The response values for the 32 design runs are tes
for normality by using histograms, probability plots and th
Shapiro-Wilkinson test. At a level of significance of .05
none of the group screening variables is significant. This
might lead one to believe that the variables modeled in t
simulation and measured in the experiment do not affe
the throughput of product linear.  However, because this
an early stage of screening, one may decide to be m
liberal in choosing the level of significance and decide 
use .10 or even .15.  Obviously this choice is qui
important because it affects not only the results of this st
but also the final model.

Using .10 as the significance level, the only group
screening variable that is significant is the Operato
Machine Ratio variable.  On the other hand, if one uses .
as the significance level, two additional group screenin
ariables become significant, Mean Time to Repair and L
Release Rule.

In conclusion, at the end of Stage I of the grou
screening design, one could have 0, 1, or 3 group-screen
variables to further analyze depending upon the choice
level of significance.   These group factors were furth
investigated in Stage II of the experimental design.  Th
other group variables were dropped from analysis in t
next stage of the experiment.

4.2 Group-Screening Design - Stage II

In Stage II, the significant group-factors were separat
into individual factors and a second 2k-p design was run.
Using a level of significance of .10 in Stage I, the variable
considered were:

H= Operator to Machine Ratio for Steppers
I= Operator to Machine Ratio for Implanters
J= Operator to Machine Ratio for Etchers

Of these variables, variable H was determined to b
insignificant using α=.05.

Using an α=.15 in the group screening portion result
in adding to the above three variables

K= Mean Time to Repair for Steppers
L= Mean Time to Repair for Implanters
M= Mean Time to Repair for Etchers
N= Lot Release Rule

A 32 run experiment was conducted and the model 
allowed for the interactions between the Operator Machi
Ratio, Mean Time to Repair, and the Lot Release Ru
variables.  In this case, using α= .05, the significant
variables were Operator to Machine Ratio for Implanter
Operator to Machine Ratio for Etchers, and Lot Relea
Rule as well as three interaction terms. The interactio
terms were Mean Time to Repair for Implanters with Lo
644
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Release Rule, Mean Time to Repair for Etchers with
Operator to Machine Ratio for Implanters, and Mean Tim
to Repair for Etchers with Operator to Machine Ratio for
Etchers.

5 ANALYSIS WITHOUT GROUP SCREENING

A 64 run, 2k-p design was run using all 17 of the original
variables identified in Section 4.1 as well as some of th
two factor interactions between the variables.  Because 
the size of the design, not all of the interactions could b
fit. The experimenters used best subset regression 
MINITAB to determine the set of variables that were
“most” significant.  The best model contained five or six
terms. The five variable model was derived using α=.05
and contained Operator to Machine Ratio for Implanters
Lot Release Rule, and Hot Lots plus the following
interactions: Mean time to Repair for Etchers by Operato
to Machine Ratio for Implanters and Mean Time to Repai
for Steppers by Lot Release Rule.  The six variable mod
was derived using α=.10 and contained all of the previous
variables plus the interaction of Lot Release Rule  by Ho
Lots.  It is interesting to note that the best models usin
Group Screening and not using group screening each h
six variables, three of which were the same and three 
which were different.  Note that using α=.15 does not add
any variables to the equation for the 2k-p method.

Table 2 provides a comparison of the two methods a
well as illustrating the role of the significance level.
Besides the obvious fact that the models differ when usin
Group Screening and 2k-p methods and that the choice of
variables depends on the choice of the significance level,
is very important to note the last two columns of the table
Using α=.10 for stage 1 of group screening (and .05 fo
stage 2), results in an R2 of 6.8.  Using .15 for the stage 1
significance level (and .05 for stage 2) dramatically
improves R2 to 26.  However, not using group screening
results in R2 of 35.3 using a .05 significance level and an
R2 of 37.9 using α=.10.  These values are quite a bit better
Looking at the (MSE)1/2 values, we don’t see as dramatic a
difference as with R2 but one can observe that the values
are uniformly larger when using group screening.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A whole-line simulation model of an ASIC wafer fab was
built and validated. A 2-stage group-screening experimen
and a 2k-p were designed to study the efficacy of the two
procedures and to investigate the proper choice of α.  In
order to make the comparisons fair, the same total numb
(64) of experimental runs were used for each of th
procedures. Although the group screening design 
perhaps the only possible approach to some problem
having large numbers of input factors, one should be awar
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Table 2: Results of Using Versus Not Using Group Screening
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MSE

Group NONEα =
0.05 2k-p X X X X X 35.3 24.94

Group X X 6.8 29.18α =
0.10 2k-p X X X X X X 37.9 24.64

Group X X X X X X 26.0 26.90α =
0.15 2k-p X X X X X X 37.9 24.64
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that the result may not be the same as if one had not u
group screening.   Additionally, it appears that one sho
carefully consider the appropriate level of significance 
use, particularly at the Stage I Group Screening portion
the analysis.   Because one usually would like to 
conservative and not delete possibly significant variabl
and based on the results of this example, we wo
recommend that experimenters use a significance leve
.15 in the Stage I Group Screening stages of 
experiment.  It seems appropriate to switch to .05 (or .1
in the latter stages when enough group variables have b
eliminated so that one can look at individual variables a
possibly their interactions.
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